MULE reader’s guide
Introduction
James and Kate are golden children of the late twentieth century, flush with
opportunity. But an economic downturn and an unexpected pregnancy send them
searching for a way to make do.
A winter in the mountains of California’s Siskiyou County introduces a tempting
opportunity. A friend grows prime-grade marijuana; if James transports just one load
from Cali to Florida, he’ll pull in enough cash to survive for months.
James navigates life as a mule, then as a boss—dealing with everything from moneyhungry friends to gun-toting drug lords, from just making just one weight move
across the country to making thousands of dollars a day. The risks keep rising, forcing
him to the next criminal level. Theft, kidnapping, a shootout—it all culminates in a
swirl of action.
Absorbing and timely, Mule perfectly captures the anxieties of plunging into the
criminal world and of being a young person making do in a moment when the
American Dream you never had to believe in—because it was handed to you, fully
wrapped and ready to go at the takeout window— suddenly vanishes from the menu.
Discussion Questions
1. “‘So I’ve got my dreams,’ Darren said, ‘and unlike you right now, I also have the
means to pursue them’” (p. 24). What are James’ dreams? What is he working
toward? How does it compare to your definition of the “American dream”?
2. What do the mountains of northern California and the cabin where James and
Kate briefly lived come to represent to James? What does the American West
represent in American literature at large and where do you think Mule falls in
that canon?
3. What characterizes a mule? Where does the name come from and what
connotations does it have? How does the author use the chapter titles to play off
of the title? What did you learn about this particular aspect of drug trafficking
that surprised you or fascinated you most?
4. “I thought about the evening, how excited they’d been. I’d had no idea about
that part of it. Hadn’t that made me feel good, like I hadn’t in a while? Hadn’t
that been why I’d done it? The roll of money was thick in my pocket” (p. 35).
Discuss the extremes James experiences muling. Which aspects give him the
most pleasure, and which the most pain? What are all the reasons why James
does what he does?
5. What role does luck play in the novel, looking specifically at JoJo bear and the
chance meeting between James and Eric?

6. Throughout the book James continually asks himself a lot of questions, about
why he’s doing what he does and the moral implications of it. What does this
say about James’ character? How does it affect your response to him? What are
the many moral dilemmas James faces and how does he justify them?
7. “Drive fast and swerve a lot” becomes a sort of motto for James and the people
he works with. What does it mean?
8. What does the money mean to the different characters in the book? To Kate? To
James? To Arlen or Eric? To James’s mother? What will it mean for James and
Kate’s own children? Do you think their attitudes change over the course of the
story? Are their attitudes particularly American or of their time? How does
money relate to success in our culture and what other examples of books and
films can you think of that deal with these issues?
9. “If my wife really loved me, why would she ever let me take the risks I did?” (p.
174). Do Kate and James love each other? Look at the development of Kate and
James’ relationship: Which issues do they disagree on? How do they change
individually over the course of the novel, and together?
10.Discuss how James’ ability to handle his emotions leads to his success and
examine how when he gives in to his anger it (usually?) leads to trouble. What
roles do pride and revenge play in this book? Consider how as a society we
stereotypically assign certain emotions to different genders and how this plays
out in the novel. Why does James feel the pressure to provide for his family?
(Does Kate?) Is this what allows us to feel sympathetic to James, even though
he’s a criminal? How else does the author succeed in making us sympathetic to
James?
11.“You’ve always been exactly who you are. Even before you got born in my
house,” (p. 243) Eric says to James. In what sense did Eric “create” James? And
how did James change, or not change, over the course of the novel?
12.“But wasn’t it also the worst thing I’d ever done? Far, far beyond anything
else?” (p. 245) James asks of his infidelity to his wife. Why does he think this one
action is the worst of all? How are his other choices justified? What do you think
his worst action was?
13.Law enforcement is often referred to as “the bad guys” in the novel. Who do you
think are the real bad guys? At the end, James sees a similarity between the
police and the members of his own line of work: “Their work was the same to
them as ours was to us: Exciting. Deliberate. Methodical. Dangerous” (p.
249-250). What implications does this have? What are the differences between
the (work of the?) two groups?
14.Look at other cultural references with similar subjects as those covered in Mule,
such as the television shows Weeds and Breaking Bad. What is it about our

current economic situation that has us deliberating such complex moral issues?
How does Mule compare with what these other cultural vehicles are exploring?
How far would you go to protect your family?
15.Look at Mule’s place in literature, as well. Do books from the Great Depression,
like The Grapes of Wrath, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, and Native Son,
resemble in any way our current response to the economic downturn? Could you
place it alongside titles that examine our response to the most recent recession,
like The Privileges, Union Atlantic, and Dear Money?
16.Where does Mule fit in with other “drug lit” books like Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas, Jesus’ Son, Less Than Zero or Bright Lights, Big City?
17.What kind of book IS Mule—a classic social novel, thriller, picaresque, cautionary
tale, or something else?

